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TRAVEL&SPA
Well-being is a way of life

A refined guide to the most exclusive resorts, the most 
beautiful beaches, the most fascinating destinations and 
the most up-to-date lifestyles. An emotional magazine, with 
a strong aesthetic, visual and photographic impact, with 
an impeccable editorial quality, intended for a demanding 
audience, who loves reading and is used to always have the 
best. Distributed in 250 countries around the world 

through the most important digital newsstands, TRAVEL 
& SPA reaches every month a potential target of over 
75 million readers perfectly in target with an average 
readership (MAUs) of 424,000. The digital format of the 
magazine represents an ecological choice in respect 
of the environment, and guarantees an immediate and 
consistent accessibility of the contents.

T R A V E L  &  S P A  L U X U R Y  M A G A Z I N E

TRAVEL & SPA  is the first bil ingual Italian-English digital magazine of 
tourism , beauty and lifestyle specializing in luxury wellness travel .



TRAVEL&SPA

The Magic of Travel
TRAVEL & SPA tells about places and destinations 
with just one objective: to make readers dream.
Extraordinary images are combined with 
suggestive tips and stories, transforming our 
“luxury magazine” into a dream book, full of ideas, 
suggestions and advice.
And the magic continues online with the new web 
portal travelandspa.it, an exclusive and refined 
travel blog, full of news and special offers. 

TRAVEL & SPA is today the Italian-English bilingual 
magazine with the highest growth rate. It is a 
fundamental promotional medium for brands 

in the luxury sector, given the cultured, affluent 
and high-spending readership. But it is also an 

important showcase for the b2b world 
of travel, lifestyle and beauty.



TRAVEL&SPAPaid magazine circulation
TRAVEL & SPA is sold worldwide through the most important digital 
newsstands and in the online shop of the travelandspa.it website.

ONLINE NEWSSTANDS
Pressreader, Readly, Zinio, Magzter, Johnsons, DiscountMags

TRAVELANDSPA.IT SHOP
Internal digital newsstand
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TRAVEL&SPA

Thanks to several high-level partnership agreements, a signif icant 
number of high-profi le readers receive TRAVEL & SPA  as a 
complimentary magazine . Globally, either directly or via hotspots 
(Pressreader, MediaPad and Media Box),  we reach more than 9,700 
partner locations worldwide ,  including numerous hotel chains, 
air l ines, airports, l ibraries, cruise ships and rai l  networks.

RAILWAY NETWORKS
Italo Treno (main partner for the entire national network)

AIRLINES COMPANIES
Iberia, British Airways, Turkish Airlines, Cathay Pacific, Air Canada...

HOTEL CHAINS
Accor, Four Seasons, Marriott, Fairmont, NH Hotels...

CRUISE SHIPS
MSC Cruises, Seabourn, Silversea, Spirit of Tasmania...

AGREEMENTS
Regione Lazio (LazioCrea)
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Distribution of complimentary copies

The magazine is available free of charge in 
the on-board portal for passengers on Italo 
trains on the entire national rail network.

The magazine is distributed free of charge to 
18,000 Amex / Mediolanum Gold Card holders 
through the reserved portal Mybesticket.it

The magazine is distributed free of charge to 
the 1,700 employees of LazioCrea, as part of 
the Lazio Region’s corporate welfare system.

MEDIAPAD / MEDIABOX  
Coverage of 1,995 hotels, 6 domestic 
lounges and 45 international lounges,
for a total audience of 6,994,190/month. 



TRAVEL&SPA
A constantly growing audience
The analyses of editorial circulation and distribution data, carried out in 2019 
through the newsstand channel, have been reviewed and compared with the 
actual and prospective average values of digital distribution on all platforms. 
The digital audience, including complimentary editions (partnerships, conven-
tions and giveaways), brings TRAVEL & SPA’s brand readership to over 424,000.

424k 84% 9.7k

52% 250
Total Brand 

Readership
35 / 64
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Hotspot Partners
(hotels, airlines, cruis- 
es, railways...) where

the magazine is
complimentary

Male
readers

countries
worldwide
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TRAVEL&SPA

TRAVEL & SPA is part of the loyalty programs of the 
main national brands (including Vodafone,  Enel and 
Fastweb), an important presence that considerably and 
constantly increases the customer base of subscribers. 

Loyalty programs



TRAVEL&SPA
Multimedia Global Solutions
TRAVEL & SPA is not just a magazine: it’s an omnichannel communication plat-
form, tailored to the modern publishing market. We offer our advertisers a con-
stant contact with their audience: our social channels and the Web Portal, in 
particular, are a perfect compendium of the digital publication: top-notch show-
cases able to increase exponentially the engagement of the target audience.

The T&S portfolio offers:

• MAGAZINE
• WEB PORTAL
• SOCIAL MEDIA

• AWARD
• JOB PORTAL 

(2Q 2022)

https://travelandspa.it



TRAVEL&SPA
Commercial Opportunities - Magazine
To ensure the highest engagement, we offer our advertisers a wide range of tailor-made solutions: from classic display advertising 
presence, to advanced partnership formulas, with the development of marketing plans and native editorial content

FULL-PAGE ADVERT

ADVERTORIAL NATIVE CONTENT

EDITORIAL PARTNERSHIP

BRANDED CONTENT

Client: Jaguar

Client: MSC Crociere

Clients: MSC Crociere - Mességué

Client: Bad Moos Resort Client: Acqua dell’Elba



TRAVEL&SPA
Special Projects - Magazine

The interview  (perfectly integrated
in the style of the magazine 
and declined in various editorial 
formulas) is an effective tool 
to build awareness, connect 
the brand to a strongly involved 
audience and increase sales.

Authenticity and integrity are the 
basis of the most incisive and per-
suasive formula of content mar-
keting: a powerful “domination”, 
relaunched in the cover headline, 
perceived by T&S readers as au-
thentic and, above all, authoritative.

FEATURED INTERVIEW COVER + FEATURING

Client: Bahamas Ministry of Tourism



TRAVEL&SPA
Commercial Opportunities - Web Portal
The web portal, multidevice and globally accessible, is a key showcase for great impact visual campaigns, aimed at an attentive, 
loyal and very receptive affluent audience. Exclusive spaces and dedicated contents, guarantee an unparalleled quality/price ratio.

INTERSTITIAL

LEADERBOARD

FEATURED ARTICLE

SIDE BANNER

IN-ARTICLE
SKIN

SOCIAL PARTNERSHIP

ADVERTORIAL



TRAVEL&SPA

Contacts
Associate Publisher
Patrizia Risati
patrizia.risati@rspmedia.it

Special Projects, Adv & Partnerships:
adv@rspmedia.it

TRAVEL & SPA
is a magazine published by:

RS PLANNER s.a.s.
Via Zurigo 10 – 20147 Milano, Italy
Tel. +39.02.40700702
direzione@rspmedia.it - www.rspmedia.it

Editor in Chief
Paolo Sisti
paolo.sisti@rspmedia.it

VAT IT07232720966 | REA Milano: 1945229

RS Planner and the RSP logo are registered trademarks

Note: the graphic contents of this Media Kit are included for illustrative 
purposes only and do not necessarily reflect the final graphic design
of the magazine in all declinations. Trademarks and logos of third
parties used are the property of their respective owners.

https://travelandspa.it


